
Branson Student Trip 

                                       

Talk about a remarkable place to visit, Branson is a small city that will come alive and entertain all 
groups! Many student groups have enjoyed visiting the “Live Music Show Capital of the World.” With 
over 50 live performance theatres and 100 different shows including country, gospel, bluegrass, pop, 
rock, comedy, magic and acrobats, Branson has more live shows than anywhere else in the country. 
You don’t want to miss out on Branson’s exciting theme park, dozens of attractions, three 
breathtaking lakes, shopping areas and let’s not forget the large amount of dining options. Branson 
is a definite fit for any student group. Four Seasons Tours can handle all student group bands, choirs 
and orchestra performances in one of Branson’s grand theaters for an experience they will not 
forget! Known as Branson On Stage! Live, your student travel groups can be the pre-show 
entertainment performing on the same stages as some of Branson’s biggest and brightest stars! In 
addition, Branson’s theme parks and exciting attractions afford exceptional performance settings as 
well. 

Four Seasons Tours is always looking for great destinations to ensure each group an experience of 
a lifetime!  We can customize an itinerary that is fun and meets your educational and/or performance 
objectives. 

Here are some of the top attractions, performance venues and locations you can visit 
during your trip to Branson: 

• Branson Scenic Railway 

• Cosmic Cavern 

• Exotic Animal Paradise 

• Fish Hatchery 

• Haunted House & Monster Asylum 

• Ozarks Discovery IMAX Theater 

• National Tiger Sanctuary 

 

• Pirate’s Cove Adventure Golf 

• Predator World Zoo & Aquarium 

• Talking Rocks Cavern 

• The Butterfly Place 

• The Track Family Fun Center 

• Titanic Exhibit 

• Branson On Stage! Live (prior to live 

shows) (perform) 

 

Travel plans to Branson will come down to careful and precise planning. Moving around in 
Branson can seem very difficult at times, especially during particular times of the year.  This is 
why it’s very important to book your trip with a company such as Four Seasons Tours.  We’re 
highly experienced in travel to the Branson area. 

Contact our sales office for more information on a Branson trip and other destinations as well. 


